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This paper presents a Bayesian approach to empirical regression modeling in 
which the response function is represented by a power series expansion in Hermite 
polynomials. The common belief that terms of low degree will reasonably 
approximate the response function is reflected by assigning prior distributions that 
exponentially downweight the coeff’cients of high-degree terms. The model thus 
includes the complete series expansion. A useful property of the Hermite expansion 
is that it can be easily extended to handle models with several explanatory 
variables. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many scientific studies explore the relationship between a response 
variable Y and a set of continuous explanatory variables X1, . . . . X,. 
Empirical models are often used when the nature of the response is 
unknown or is too complicated to provide a useful model. Empirical 
models that use simple graduating functions, such as low-degree polyno- 
mials, may lack suhicient flexibility to describe nonlinear relationships. For 
example, a polynomial of low degree may fail to provide a reasonable 
approximation to the true response function, but including terms of higher 
degree may produce an estimate with spurious oscillations. 
An alternative approach is to reflect uncertainty regarding the 
appropriate degree of a polynomial by assigning prior distributions that 
downweight the coefficients of high-degree terms. In Section 2 I present a 
model that represents the response function by a series expansion in scaled 
Hermite polynomials, An advantage of the Hermite polynomial model over 
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other orthogonal sequences of functions, and over other smoothing techni- 
ques, is the ease with which it can be extended to handle problems with 
more than one explanatory variable. 
Young [203 proposed a similar model using an expansion in Legendre 
polynomials. Two important differences are that Young truncated the 
expansion, whereas I include all the terms, and restricted attention to 
problems with a single explanatory variable. The Hermite model is also 
related to the Bayesian smoothing techniques proposed by Blight and Ott 
[l] and O’Hagan [12], to polynomial smoothing splines [13,16] and it 
is a special case of Lindley and Smith’s [8] hierarchical Bayesian linear 
model. 
2. THE MODEL 
Consider the general model 
Y(X) = g(X) + E, (2.1) 
where X=(X,, . . . . X,)’ and E denotes random error. The goal is to estimate 
the response function g(X) on the basis of data ( Yi, Xi};= 1. I assume 
throughout that E = (E,, . . . . E,)’ N N(0,021) and assign a2 the standard 
improper prior density f(a2) oc l/a’. To facilitate description of the model 
for g(X), I first present the case k = 1 and then extend it to problems with 
more than one explanatory variable. 
2.1. One Explanatory Variable 
An expansion in terms of scaled Hermite polynomials will be used to 
represent g(X). Define 
where Hj(X) is the degree j Hermite polynomial. The resealing results in 
a sequence of polynomials that is orthonormal with respect to the standard 
normal density, so that 
E{Kj(Z) Kk(Z)) =dj/c, (2.2) 
where Z N N(0, 1) and Sjk is Kronecker’s 6. Applying (2.2) recursively gives 
&(x)=1, Ki(x)=x, K2(x)=(x2-l)/fi, etc. 
Suppose the response function g(x) can be expressed exactly by the 
series expansion 
m 
A-9 = 1 ejKj(x> 
i=o 
(2.3) 
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and that the investigator believes, a priori, that g(X) is approximately a 
polynomial of degree J. These prior beliefs can be reflected by assigning 
improper prior distributions to the coefficients of low-degree terms in (2.3) 
and downweighting the coefficients of the higher degree terms. In par- 
ticular, assume that 
ftej) K l if j<J (2.4) 
e. N N(0 J 9 702wq if j>J. (2.5) 
Small values of w, which controls the rate of discounting, correspond to 
prior belief that g(X) is quite smooth. The parameter r reflects the overall 
importance of higher degree terms relative to the experimental error 
variance r~‘. It will be assumed that the prior distributions are all 
independent; this assumption is plausible given the orthogonality of the 
polynomials. 
2.2. Several Explanatory Variables 
If there are k > 1 explanatory variables, suppose that g(X) can be 
expressed as the Cauchy product 
g(*)= fj [ f 81x;(xt)]=J~o ejgj(x). (2.6) 
t=1 j=O 
The final expression in (2.6) is analogous to a multivariate Taylor series 
expansion, in which the gJX) are (scaled) Hermite polynomials and their 
products instead of powers and products of powers. 
I assign prior distributions to the coefficients in (2.6) as in Section 2.1. 
Let d(j) denote the degree of gi(X) in (2.6). The prior distributions are 
f($j) Ot l if d(j)< J (2.7) 
e’- N(0 3 9 TdW4j9 if d(j)> J (2.8) 
and all the Oj’s are independent. Choosing J= 1 or 2 should be appropriate 
for most empirical modeling problems. 
2.3. Remarks on the Model 
1. The (scaled) Hermite polynomials used in the expansion are an 
orthonormal sequence with respect to a standard k-variate normal distribu- 
tion. This is an appealing choice if (i) the explanatory variables, 
appropriately centered and scaled, can be thought of as a sample from a 
standard normal distribution or (ii) the investigator’s relative interest in 
various combinations of the (centered, scaled) explanatory variables can be 
approximated by a standard normal density. The latter situation is relevant 
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to response surface work [;?I, in which interest often decreases as a func- 
tion of distance from some known central condition. 
2. The estimates of g(X) obtained from (2.6k(2.8) are nor invariant with 
respect to the centering and scaling of the explanatory variables (unless the 
priors are also transformed accordingly). It will be assumed that the 
investigator has centered and scaled the variables in accord with the 
comments in the previous paragraph. 
3. The model assumes that the response function is quite smooth. When 
k = 1, the response function is assumed to have derivatives of all orders, 
with probability 1. This property follows from results that relate the sample 
path properties of a Gaussian process to its covariance function [4, 
Chap. 91. 
4. The use of mean 0 priors for the high-degree coefficients is not essen- 
tial, but is a natural choice. If the prior mean of 0, is pj # 0, then the zero 
mean assumption is appropriate for the adjusted response function 
g(X) - pjgj(X). In general, one could substract an arbitrary “prior mean 
function” h(X) from g(X) before applying the model. 
5. Standard polynomial regression, with the coefficients estimated by 
ordinary least squares, results as a special case of (2.6)-(2.8) when r = 0. In 
this case, the prior variances of the coefficients are allowed to take on only 
two values, cc (for terms in the regression) or 0 (for terms not in the 
regression). The great flexibility of our model is precisely the use of inter- 
mediate values. A much richer class of models is made available by 
considering positive, but finite, prior variances (see [lo]). 
3. ESTIMATES AND THEIR PRECISION 
In this section I derive the posterior distribution of g(X). It will be useful 
to rewrite the model in a slightly different form that emphasizes which coef- 
ficients have been assigned improper priors. Denote by q(X) the summa- 
tion over all terms in (2.6) that have proper priors, so that 
dx) = C ej gjtx) + ?tx)* (3.1) 
d(j)%J 
LEMMA. q(X) is a mean zero Gaussian stochastic process on Rk whose 
covariance function is zc?C( t, u), where 
C(t, u) = exp{ - w’(t - u)‘(t - u)/2( 1 - w’) + wt’u/( 1 + w)}/( 1 - w*)~/~ 
-c wd(j)gJt) u). (3.2) 
d(j) < J 
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ProoJ: The characteristic function of q(X) is the limit of the charac- 
teristic functions of the partial sums. Each partial sum is a zero mean 
Gaussian stochastic process. The limit of the characteristic functions 
corresponds to a zero mean Gaussian process whose covariance function is 
za’C(t, u), where 
C(t, u) = c Wd”‘gj(t) gj(U) 
d(i) > J 
= C w4A 
gjtt) gjt”)- C Wd(i)gj(r) Sjt”) (3.3) 
all j d(j) d J 
provided the summation converges whenever t = u. When k = 1, (3.2) 
follows from (3.3) upon application of Mehler’s formula [lS], with a slight 
modification to account for resealing the classical Hermite polynomials. 
For k > 1, rewrite the summation in (3.3) as the product of k univariate 
summations (as in (2.6)) and apply Mehler’s formula to each of the 
univariate series. 
If J= 1, the term subtracted at the end of (3.2) is 1 + wt’u; if J= 2, it is 
1 + wt’u + w2( (1’~)~ - t’t - u’u + k)/2. 
Some additional notation is necessary to state the posterior distribution 
of g(X). Following (3.1), write the model for the n x 1 response vector Y 
as 
Y=Lj?-tq+q (3.4) 
where L is the standard regression matrix for the polynomial model 
of degree J, /I is the corresponding p-vector of coefficients, and 
q = (?(A’,), . . . . q(X,))‘. I will assume that L has full column rank; if not, as 
in standard polynomial regression, it is necessary to choose a smaller value 
of J. Denote by f(X) the p-vector whose elements are the polynomials of 
degree less than or equal to J evaluated at X. Define the n x n matrix C by 
Ci,j= C(Xi, Xi) and the n-vector c(X) by c(X),= C(X, Xi). Note that 
E(q?‘) = 702C and E(a(X)q) = ro’c(X). 
THEOREM. The posterior mean of g(X) is 
E( g(X) I Y} = f ‘(X)(L’ML) - ‘L’MY + zc’(x)[M- ML(L’ML) - ‘L’M] Y 
(3.5) 
= 2 E{ejl Y> gj(X), (3.6) 
j=O 
where M= (I+ 7C)-‘. The posterior distribution of g(X) is a scaled 
t-distribution with n -p degrees of freedom, centered at (3.5), and with scale 
factor 
of the coefficients has been estimated by its posterior expecta- 
tion. The first term on the right side of (3.5) shows that the posterior 
means of the coefficients assigned improper priors are the generalized least 
squares estimates for the model Y = Lb + e, where the errors are correlated 
with covariance matrix proportional to Z+ rC. 
A posterior “standard error” for g(X) can be computed by taking the 
square root of (3.7) and substituting s from (3.8). Highest posterior density 
intervals for g(X) will take the form of standard confidence intervals: 
E{ g(X) 1 Y} + t SE, where SE is the standard error computed above and t 
is the appropriate quantile from the t-distribution with (n - p) degrees of 
freedom. 
If z = 0, (3.5) and (3.7) are the ordinary least squares estimator and 
variance for the degree J polynomial model and s* is the standard unbiased 
estimator of CJ*. Of course, setting t = 0 corresponds to the prior belief that 
the degree J polynomial model is an exact representation of g(X) rather 
than a useful approximation, which seems quite implausible in empirical 
modeling. As r + co, the model asserts that experimental error is negligible 
by comparison with the effect of higher degree terms. The estimator (3.5) 
reflects this “certain knowledge” of g( .) at the data points by converging 
to a function that interpolates the observed responses. To see this, rewrite 
(3.5) replacing (Z+zC)-’ by r-‘(r-‘Z+C)-‘. After some obvious 
cancellations and provided that C is nonsingular, (3.5) converges to 
f’(X)(L’C-‘L)-’ L’C’Y+ c’(X)[C-’ - c-‘L(L’C-‘L)-‘L’c-‘1 Y 
(3.9) 
as r + 00. The interpolation now follows from (3.9) because the ith row of 
L is f’(X,) and the ith row of C is c’(Xi). The matrix C will be singular 
only if some of the Xi are identical. In this case, all the information in the 
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data regarding g(X) is contained in the averages of the observed responses 
at the distinct Xi’s. The C matrix corresponding to the averages will be 
nonsingular so, following the same arguments that led to (3.9), the 
estimator now converges to a function that interpolates the averages as 
z -+ co. The assumption that experimental error is negligible implies that 
replicate observations at any point must be identical and will be contra- 
dicted if this is not the case. 
The posterior variance (3.7) is a monotone increasing function of both z 
and w, all else fixed. Not surprisingly, the less certain one is, a priori, of the 
adequacy of a low-degree polynomial approximation, the less certain one 
will be, a posteriori, of the value of the response function. In particular, 
the variance obtained from ordinary least squares regression, which 
corresponds to choosing r = 0, may provide an unduly optimistic assess- 
ment of precision. Typically, (3.7) is especially large by comparison with 
the variance from least squares for points outside the range of the data, in 
accord with the accepted belief that empirical models provide a weak basis 
for extrapolation. The posterior variance at X for points inside the range 
of the data is a complicated function of the observed Xi. If t =0 or w=O, 
for example, standard results from optimal design theory show that the 
posterior variance at any point is a decreasing function of the spread of the 
design. This is not true, however, for other values of r and w. In general, 
to reduce the posterior variance at X, it is necessary to include observa- 
tions not too distant from X. In particular, at the observed Xi, (3.7) is 
bounded from by s2, the posterior variance that would be obtained if we 
estimated g(X,) on the basis of Yi alone. Steinberg [ 151 has shown that 
these properties lead to useful recommendations for scaling factorial 
designs. 
The posterior mean of e* is s* = ( Y’BY)/(n - p). It is easy to show from 
(3.5) that Yi-E{g(X,)) Y} = (SY)i; i.e., BY is the vector of residuals. 
In addition, B is symmetric and B(Z+ tC)B= B. Therefore, Y’BY= 
(BY)‘(Z+ zC)(BY) is a weighted residual sum of squares. Also, s* is the 
standard unbiased estimator of a* in the generalized least squares analysis 
of the model Y = L/l + e if Var(e) = a*(Z+ rC). 
The prior parameters r and w reflect the experimenter’s belief about the 
smoothness and stability of the response function. Ideally, they might be 
specified a priori. Given the complexity of the model, however, this 
approach does not seem promising. The most popular data-based method 
for estimating smoothing parameters such as z and w is cross-validation 
(see [7]). Craven and Wahba [S] proposed the generalized cross-valida- 
tion criterion which, in the present context, selects the values of r and w 
that minimize 
WWJ’YCWH*. (3.10) 
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Generalized cross-validation is known to have optimal properties in the 
context of smoothing splines [S, 7, 141, which have a Bayesian structure 
similar to that here. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
This section illustrates the Bayesian Hermite expansion model with a 
chemical experiment taken from Myers [I 11. The goal of the experiment 
was to model yield of mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT) as a function of 
reaction time and temperature. The experiment used a rotatable central 
composite design; the data are listed in Table I and plotted in Fig. 1. The 
number at the center of Fig. 1 is the average of the three center replicates. 
I have deleted from the analysis an additional run made at ( - 1.414,O) in 
order to preserve the rotatability. (The estimated yields would not change 
much if the run were included, but the standard deviations of the least 
squares estimates would then depend on the direction from the origin, as 
well as distance from the origin, complicating their presentation.) 
Central composite designs are typically used when the experimenter 
believes that a quadratic polynomial will be necessary to reasonably 
approximate the response function. The OLS quadratic fit in time and tem- 
perature gives the contour plot of estimated yields shown in Fig. 2. A test 
for lack of lit based on the center replicates is highly significant: the mean 
TABLE I 
Data from the MBT Experiment 
X, X2 Y 
-1.00 -1.00 81.3 
1.00 -1.00 85.3 
-1.00 1.00 83.1 
1.00 1.00 72.7 
- 1.41 0.00 83.8 
1.41 0.00 81.7 
0.00 - 1.41 84.7 
0.00 1.41 57.9 
0.00 0.00 82.4 
0.00 0.00 82.9 
0.00 0.00 81.2 
Note. The explanatory variables have 
been standardized so that X, = (Reaction 
time - 12 min)/5.66 min; X, = (Tempera- 
ture - 250°C)/21.2”C. 
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FIG. 1. Plot of the MBT data. 
square for lack of fit is 39.61 with 3 d.f. compared to a pure error mean 
square of 0.763 on 2 d.f. The major source of discrepancy is the two low 
yields in the northeast corner of Fig. 1. The two low yields might be out- 
hers, but their proximity suggests instead a sharp drop in yield when tem- 
perature and reaction time are too high, which the quadratic polynomial is 
1.5 
c 
B 
:: 0.0 
ri 
r" 
-1.5 
-1.5 0.0 1.5 
Reaction Time 
FIG. 2. Contour plot of estimated MBT yield based on OLS regression. 
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unable to model. As a result, the lack of fit test indicates that the model is 
giving biased estimates of yield, even within the range of the experimental 
data. One could drop the two low yields and relit the model, ignoring the 
resulting estimates for high temperature and reaction time. Within the 
framework of least squares, not much else can be done with these data, 
The best course of action at this point would be to urge the experimenter 
to collect additional data or to suggest a nonlinear model that 
accomodates the low yields for high temperature. Nonetheless, one would 
like to obtain a reasonable estimate of the response function from the given 
data, at least within the experimental region. Moreover, as Box and Youle 
[3] observed, a good empirical estimate is often a valuable catalyst to the 
experimenter in proposing a nonlinear model. 
The data from the experiment were reanalyzed using the Bayesian 
Hermite model. In accord with the discussion above, improper priors were 
assigned to the coefficients of all the quadratic terms in addition to the 
constant and the linear terms. Similar results were obtained for a range of 
values of w and I set w = 0.4 rather than attempting to estimate it from the 
data. For this choice of w, the generalized cross validation estimate of T 
was t = 80. The estimate of cr2 is 0.756 (Eq. (3.8)), which is consistent with 
the pure error estimate. A contour plot of the Bayes estimates of MBT 
yield is given in Fig. 3. The Bayes Hermite estimates differ from the OLS 
estimates most noticeably near the two points that gave low yields, The 
Bayes Hermite estimates are lower there and the contour lines are closer 
together, reflecting the sharp drop in yield. The region in which the 
estimated yield is below 80 is concentrated in the northeast quadrant of the 
plot; the OLS fit shows the 80 yield contour extending to the northwest 
corner despite the high observed yield there. The Bayes Hermite estimates 
in the northeast corner are suspect, showing yield increasing with reaction 
time at high temperatures; this region is outside the range of the data and 
no empirical model can be expected to extrapolate well. 
For purposes of comparison, I also computed smoothing spline estimates 
of g(X) [17, 191. All quadratic terms were included in the model and the 
smoothing parameter was estimated by generalized cross-validation. The 
spline estimates of MBT yield, shown in the contour plot in Fig. 4, are 
quite similar to the Bayes Hermite estimates within the range of the data. 
Both methods reproduce the observed yields far more accurately than does 
the OLS fit. For high temperatures and extreme reaction times the spline 
estimates are somewhat more stable than the Bayes Hermite estimates. 
Both estimates show yield increasing with reaction time at high tem- 
peratures, but the increase is less pronounced in the spline estimates. At 
high temperatures and low reaction times, the Bayes Her-mite estimates 
also have a steeper gradient than the spline estimates. 
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FIG. 3. Contour plot of Bayes estimates of MBT yield. 
Reaction Time 
FIG. 4. Contour plot of spline estimates of MBT yield. 
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FIG. 5. The standard deviation of d(X) as a function of distance from the origin for the 
OLS fit (solid line) and for the Bayes Hermite model (dashed lines). 
Figure 5 shows standard deviations for estimated yield for the OLS fit 
and the Bayes Hermite model. The standard deviations for the OLS fit 
depend only on distance from the origin because of the rotatable design. 
For the Bayes Hermite model, standard deviations are lowest along rays 
from the origin that pass through data points and are highest along rays 
that pass midway between data points. Figure 5 plots the standard devia- 
tions for these two extreme cases. The pure error estimate of C, 0.873, was 
used to scale both the OLS fit and the Bayes lit, so standard deviations for 
the Bayes model must be larger than those for the OLS fit. The differences 
are especially pronounced outside the range of the data (distances 
exceeding fi), where the standard deviation curves for the Bayes model 
increase rapidly. For points within the experimental region the two curves 
for the Bayes model are almost identical; for points near and beyond the 
border of the region the standard deviation is slightly lower along rays that 
pass through data points. Both Bayes curves are lower near the border of 
the design region, where we are estimating near the observed data, than 
midway from the origin to the border, where we have no data. If the design 
points were moved further from the origin (and the prior distributions were 
not resealed accordingly), the Bayes standard deviations at intermediate 
points would become increasingly large; the OLS standard deviations 
would tend to 0. 
The computations in this section were done using MATLAB [9] and 
GAUSS [6]. The Bayes Hermite estimates and standard errors are easy to 
compute with these and other packages that allow matrix operations. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
A fundamental problem in developing Bayesian procedures for empirical 
modeling is the need to find prior distributions that adequately summarize 
the uncertainty in the modeling situation. Orthogonal series expansions 
such as that proposed here can be a useful vehicle for describing prior 
uncertainty. The Her-mite polynomial expansion includes linear and 
quadratic fits as special cases and generalizes them to infinite expansions in 
a transparent and natural way. The resulting class of priors is a two- 
parameter family and these parameters can be chosen by the investigator 
or estimated from the data. Young [ZO] proposed similar priors using 
Legendre polynomials but was unable to carry out the analysis for the full 
series expansion and truncated the series. Blight and Ott [ 1) and O’Hagan 
l-123 proposed priors on purely intuitive grounds, and Wahba [ 161 
selected priors that led to particular classes of solutions. An important 
feature of the Bayesian Hermite expansion is the ease with which it can be 
applied to problems with several explanatory variables. 
In building empirical models, one usually seeks some compromise 
between the goals of parsimony and good fit. Unfortunately, simple models 
often prove too rigid to adequately represent nonlinear data. The Bayesian 
Hermite expansion model is a straightforward generalization of simple 
polynomial models, but it is flexible enough to capture substantial non- 
linearities. I think that it is a useful technique for empirical modeling, 
especially for problems with more than one explanatory variable. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 
The goal is to obtain the posterior distribution of 8 = g(X) for fixed 
values of the prior parameters r and w. Define Y* to be the (n + l)-vector 
obtained by appending 0 to the data vector Y. The distribution of Y*, 
given /? and c2, is multivariate normal. Following the notation of Section 3, 
the moments of Y* are 
E( Y* ( /~,cJ’} = L*& 
where L* is the matrix formed by appending the row f’(X) to the matrix 
L, and 
Var( Y* ) &o’j = cr2A, 
whereAisthe(n+l)x(n+l)matrix 
A- I+Tc 
-( 
w-1 
w’(X) 2C(X, X) 
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The joint posterior distribution of 8, p, and cr2 follows by combining the 
above distribution with the prior density of fi and tr2, which is 
f(B, a21 CK 1/02, and conditioning on Y. Eliminating constants, the 
posterior density is 
f(e, p, CT2 1 Y) cc 0-(n+3) exp( -(y* - L*fl)’ A-‘( y* - L*/?)/2a2}. (A.l) 
The quadratic form in the exponent is minimized with respect to fl by 
fi= (L*‘A-‘L*)-lL*‘A-ly*. 
Rewrite the quadratic form using this result as 
Integration with respect to fl gives the marginal joint posterior of 8 and 02: 
f(tl, fJ2 1 Y) cc cT-(n-p+3) 
x exp( -y*‘[A-’ - A-‘L*(L*‘A-IL*)-‘L*‘A -‘I y*/202}. (A-2) 
Before integrating out c2, it will be useful to rewrite (A.2) to show the 
exact dependence on 8, the last element of the vector y*. This is done using 
the identity 
~-l-~-l~*(~*‘~-l~*)-‘~*‘~-l 
= >irnm [A-’ - A-‘L*(L*‘A-‘L* + (l/d)I)-‘L*‘A-‘1 
= !‘rna (A + dL*L*‘)-‘. (A-3) 
The first equality in (A.3) is obvious; the second follows from applying in 
reverse identity (AS) for inverting a matrix of the form A + BDB’. Pre- and 
post-multiplication of (A.3) by y* can be interchanged with the limit on d. 
Thus one needs the dependence on 8 of 
lim y*‘(A + dL*L*‘)-‘y*. 
d-em 
Partition A + dL*L*’ into blocks corresponding to y and 8: 
A -I- dL*L*’ = 
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where Q = I + ZC + dLL’, u = W(X) + dLf((x), and u = rC(X, X) + 
df’(X) f(X). Invert A + dL*L*’ using formula for patterned matrices to 
obtain 
y*‘(A -tdL*L*‘)-‘y* 
=y’Q-‘y+ [(y’Q-‘u)‘-2y’Q-‘u0+~‘]/(~-~‘Q-‘~) 
= y’Q- ‘y + (0 - u’Q - ‘y)‘/(u - u’Q - ‘u). (A-4) 
As d + co, the following limits hold: 
Q-l -+M-ML(L’ML)-‘L’M=B; 
Y’Q-1 -+f’(X)(L’ML)-‘L’M+zc’(X)B; 
U- u’Q-‘u + (l/a2) Var{ g(X) 1 Y, cr2}; 
( i.e., the term in curly brackets on the right side of (3.7)), where 
M= (I+&)-‘. Note that the limit of y’QW1y is the weighted sum of 
squares y’By and the limit of u’Q-‘y is the posterior mean (3.5). The limits 
are found with the help of two easily verified matrix identities, 
(A+BDB’)-l=A-‘-A-lB(B’A-‘B+D-l)-’B’A-l (A.5) 
and 
DB’(A+BDB’)-‘=(B’A-lB+D-l)-lB’A-l, VW 
with A=Z+zC, B=L, and D=dZ, 
Integrating with respect to u2 now gives the desired t-distribution for 0; 
integrating with respect to 8 gives the inverted x2 distribution for e2, 
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